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CONTRACT AGREEMENT
Implementation of ...A...greement
This Agreement is entered into July 1, 2001 between the Chief Executive
Officer of the Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga Board of Cooperative Educational
Services (hereinafter referred to as the "District Superintendent") and the
Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga BOCES Teachers' Association (hereinafter referred
to as the "Association").
Recognition
A. Nature and Terms
The Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga Board of Cooperative Educational Services,
having determined that the T-S-T BOCES Teachers' _Association is
supported by a majority of the employees holding professional positions,
(excluding Non-Affiliated Staff), recognizes that T-S- T BOCES Teachers'
Association is the representative of such employees for the purpose of
negotiations regarding wages, hours, and terms and conditions of
employment, in the settlement of grievances, and for all other-lawful
purposes under the laws of the State of Nev\TYork. This recognition is
pursuant to the New York State Taylor Law, and the duration of
recognition shall be pursuant to Section 208 of that Law.
B. This }\.greement and any mutually agreed upon Memoranda of
Agreements shall constitute the full and complete commitments of the
Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga BOCES to the T-S-T BOCES Teachers' _L\.ssocia-
tion. The parties acknowledge that during the negotiations which
resulted in this Agreement, each had the unlimited right and
opportunity to make proposals with respect to any subject or matter not
removed by law from the area of collective negotiations, and that the
understandings and agreements arrived at by the parties after the
exercise of that right and opportunity are set forth in this Agreement.
This Agreement may be modified only by the voluntary consent of both
parties, subject to ratification by the Board of Cooperative Educational
Services and the Association.
C. Except as delineated by this Agreement, all functions of management
shall remain with the administration and the Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga
Board of Cooperative Educational Services. These management rights
will not impede implementation of the Part 100.11 Regulations of the
Commissioner related to shared decision making.
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Item 4.
Agency Shop Fee
It. is further recognized that eligible professional staff have the right to join or
not to join the Association. Membership shall not be a prerequisite for
employn1ent or continuation of employment of any employee. The
Association will notify the District Superintendent by July 1 of each year of
its intent to continue any legally required Agency Shop Fee for individuals
covered by this Agreement who choose not to join the Association. The
notice will specify the fee, the manner in which the fee is to be deducted, and
the procedure for refund of any non-allowable portion of the fee.
Defini tions
A. "Non-Affiliated Staff"
All staff not covered by this or any other formally negotiated
Agreement, and as listed in the current version of ''Personnel
Policies for Non-Affiliated Staff'.
B. "Chief Executive Officer"
The District Superintendent of Schools.
C. "Teacher"
The person responsible for teaching the subject materials of the curricu-
lum in the classroom, giving instruction to students, evaluating student
progress and achievement, and exercising all other duties and responsi-
bilities commensurate with the description.
Also, the word "teacher" in this Agreement is used interchangeably
with and means the same as "bargaining unit member".
D. '~Teacher Aide"
Those personnel appointed under the applicable Civil Service Laws who
assist teachers in such non-teaching- duties as:
1. managing records, materials, and equipment;
2. a ttending to the physical needs of children;
3. supervising students by direction of a teacher; and
4. performing support to teaching duties as determined and
supervised by teachers.
E. "Negotiating Unit"
Those professional staff covered by the terms and conditions of this
Agreement.
F. "Gender Bias"
Every effort has been made to edit this Agreement to make it free
from gender bias.
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Procedures for Conductirig Negotiations
Opening Negotiation~
Upon a request from either party for a meeting to open negotiations, a
mutually acceptable meeting date shall be set on or before the 31st day
of J anuarv immediately preceding the expiration date of the current
Agreement.
B. Exchange of Information
Both parties shall, upon request, furnish each other with copies of avail-
able information pertinent to the issue(s) under consideration. It is
expected that due rights of confidentiality and legality will be adhered
to.
C. The parties may call upon consultants to assist in preparing for negotia-
tions and to advise them during conference sessions. The expense of
such consultants shall be borne by the party requesting them.
D. Reaching Agreement
When consensus is reached on an item under discussion, the proposed
wording should be stated in writing, initialed by the parties, and
submitted for appropriate ratifications when negotiations are completed.
Follo~ring ratification, the full written Agreement shall'be signed by
the President of the Association, and by the District Superintendent of
Schools acting as Chief Executive Officer for the Board of Cooperative
Educational Services.
Health and Dental Benefits
A. Effective July 1, 1995, the Board of Cooperative Educational Services
will provide health benefit coverage for bargaining unit staff employed
half-time or more, under the T-S-T BOCES Health Benefits Cooperative
Fund, (Blue Cross/Blue Shield Premium Credit Plan or its equivalent),
and at the following contributory rates:
Familv Plan Indhridual
(Hired Before 7/1/01)
Individual
(Hired After 7/1/01)
Teacher ...25%
District 75%
Teacher 10%
District 90%
Teacher ...25%
District 75%
Bargaining unit members employed half-time or more shall be entitled
to the same contributory rate and coverage for health benefits as full-
time bargaining unit members. They shall also have identical benefits
to full-time bargaining unit members at time of retirement. For
bargaining unit members employed less than half-time, the BOCES
t"\
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contribution vvil1be a percentage of the total premium equal to the
percentage of tin1e employed.
The Board of Cooperative Educational Services will provide a 15% Ca-
Pay drug prescription rider, with a $0 Co-Pay for generic drugs. The
deductible levels for n1ajor medical expenses will be $100 for individual
coverage, $200 for a family of two, and $300 for a family of three (3)
persons or more. .
\¥hen a bargaining unit member resigns at the end of the school year,
health insurance benefits will continue for 60 days at the same rate of
contribution unless canceled in writing by the bargaining unit member.
If the resignation is during the school year, premium contributions by
the BOCES and benefits cease at the end of the month of resignation.
B. Dental benefits will be available for bargaining unit members at the
same rates of contribution as for health benefits. The plan will be the
T-S-T BOCES Self-Funded Dental Plan, or equivalent, including the
student rider.
C. A Flex-Benefit Plan is available.
D. The BOCES reserves the right to add a Managed Care (HMO) option as
an alternative health benefit.
E. An employee on unpaid leave of absence who works less than one-half of
the workdays in any month(s) must pay the full health and dental
benefit premiums except for circumstances covered by the Family and
Medical Leave Act of 1993. If a 10-month employee takes a leave of
absence during one school year, BOCES will pay its normal share of
health insurance premiums for the months of July and August. If the
leave includes any part of June and any part of the following September,
the employee is responsible for the entire health insurance premium for
July and August, unless provisions of the Family and Medical Leave Act
apply.
F. Both parties agree that the cost of health and dental benefits
was a factor in determining the final negotiated Agreement.
Leaves of Absence
A. Short-term Absence
The primary obligation of a teac1).er is to teach. That can only be
accomplished successfully with regular and energetic attendance.
Genuine emergencies involving a personal need, of the illness or death
of immediate family, and of personal illness are protected by the short
term leaves of Leave Days. None ofthese emergency leaves isan
entitlement, and none should be taken without a genuine,
verifiable reason.
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1. Available Leave Days
a. 12.5 paid Leave Days are available during the year. For staff
employed less than full-time~ Leave Days are prorated at the
percentage of time worked. These days may be used for the
folloV\,ringreasons:
- Inability to work because of personal illness, iniurv, or
Quarantine at home by order of a qualified physician.
- Familv illness and/or death. Family is a relative or person
who shares the staff member's residence at the time of
illness or death.
-Observance of relig-ious holidays. Leave Days for religious
observance are deducted from Leave Day accumulations,
and may not be claimed for payment at the end of the year or
at time of retirement. They do not, however, jeopardize
achieving the eligibility standards for either the end-of-year
retirement awards that are based on attendance (see Item 7.
A.1.h. and Item 22 C.l.).
- Personal business which is non-recreational and cannot be
conducted at a time other than during a workday.
- Adoption leave not to exceed a maximum of 10 consecutive
days.
- Paternitv leave not to exceed a maximum of 10 consecutive
days. (Additional adoption or paternity leave days may be
taken for extenuating circumstances only upon written
request to and written approval by the District
Superintendent.)
b. Leave Days may accumulate to a maximum of 250 days.
c. The 12.5 Leave days are available at the beginning of the
school year. If employment terminates before June 30 and
all available Leave Days have been used, the overpayment
will be deducted from the final paycheck at the rate of 1/185
of the annual salary for each such day.
d. Absence in excess of five (5) consecutive days may require
medical, dental, or other evidence by a physician that such
absence was necessary. Such evidence may be requested by
the District Superintendent or designee, and will be
evaluated by the District Superintendent.
e. After a total of 6 or more days of absence during the year, the
Administration may at its discretion hold a formal conference
to review a staff member's absences.
f. }\bsence for reasons other than illness or death in the family
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on the day(s) immediately preceding or the day(s)
immedia tely after a holiday or vacation period require prior
approval of the District Superintendent.
g. Payments for unused Leave Days: for any staff member who
starts the current school year vvith at least 50 accumulated
Leave Days from prior years, and who uses 2 or fewer Leave
Days during the current school year, that staff member may
request compensation as follows:
-For 50% of the unused Leave Days earned during the
current year, the staff member will be paid a one-time
payment in an amount equal to 20~o of hislher current year's
daily rate (1/185 of the annual salary).
- Any days for which compensation is received will be
deducted from future total Leave Day accumulations. The
remainder of annual leave days for which no compensation is
received are added to the total accumulation.
- The payment will be made during the month of July. For
any teacher who does have direct deposit, the teacher must
make specific arrangements to either pick up the payment or
to have it mailed.
(See Item 22(C) for additional stipend for unused leave days.)
2. Extended Sick Leave Allocation
The Board and the }\.ssociation endorse the availability of sick
leave protection for staff who have illnesses which extend beyond
personally accum ula ted sick leave in a school year.
The guidelines are as follows:
a. The Extended Sick Leave Allocation will be 150 days,
reestablished annually by the Board.
b. Anyone wishing to apply for Extended Sick Leave Allocation
must first exhaust his or her personal accumulation of sick
leave time. Additional days granted from the Extended Sick
Leave Allocation may not extend beyond a school year other
than the year of extended illness.
c. Anv staff member V\Thois awarded davs from the Extended
v
~
Sick Leave ~~loca tion V\Tillbe required to pay back 50% of the
number of days awarded. The schedule of pay back is'to be
-6-
determined bv the Extended Sick Leave _~.llocation
Committee.
d. The Extended Sick Leave Allocation will be administered by
an ad hoc Committee, composed of the District
Superintendent (or designee), a Board member, the
Association President, and two (2) bargaining unit members
selected bv the Association. The Committee will convene
v
twice each year (December and June) if there are requests in
those semesters. By request of either the Association
President or the District Superintendent, the Committee
may convene for unusual reasons at other times. The
Committee is empowered to review past sick leave records of
any applicant as part of its deliberations. The Committee
may also request a doctor's verification of illness, which will
be obtained by the District Superintendent. The Association
President will serve as Chair, and the Committee will
develop its own rules of functioning annually.
e. Applications for the Extended Sick Leave Allocation must be
made in writing to the President of the Association, with
copies to the District Superintendent. Applications must be
made by December 15th and June 15th, respectively. These
applications are usually for sick leave which has
already been expended, not for leave which is antici-
pated, unless. the anticipated leave is precisely known
and substantiated in advance.
f. A written summary report of the Committee's decisions must
be delivered to the Board of Cooperative Educational
Services and the Executive Committee of the A.ssociation
annually, not later than the regular August meeting of the
Board. The Board and the Association are expected to revieV\r
the effectiveness of the Extended Sick Leave Allocation
annually.
3. Personal Business - Without Pay
Personal business days V\rithout pay may be granted at the discre-
tion of the District Superintendent in cases of special need.
Requests for personal business days without pay shall be
in writing, and must include the reason for and period of
absence. At least a 24-hour notice is customary, except in
emergency situations.
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B.
4. Jury Duty and Required Court Appearances
VVhen it is necessary for any staff member covered by this Agree-
ment to serve on a jury, the staff member shall be paid the
difference between the fee(s) paid as a juror and the enlployee's
regular salary for each day. Money received by an employee for
mileage will not be considered for such computation. Absence for
jury duty or when required to testify in a court of law vvill not be
deductible from accrued leave.
Required appearance for hearings or court appearances in which
the employee is either the plaintiff or defendant require the use of
a Leave Day(s) or leave without pay. In the event the staff
member can reasonably return to work for one-half day they will
do so.
Long-Term Absence
1. ...4..bsence Without Pay
a. Extended absence without pay may be granted to bargaining
unit members. Requests for such leave will be made to the
District Superintendent as early as possible, and under no
condition later than May 1 of the school year preceding the
year for which the leave is requested. As a matter of
courtesy and communication, immediate supervisors should
receive copies of leave requests. Leave requests should be
reasonably explicit about dates and rationale. Such leave
shall be for a maximum of two (2) semesters. Bargaining
unit members on leave without pay may continue with
the current health and/or dental benefit plan by
paying the full cost of the health and/or dental benefit
premiums. The bargaining unit member will not
accumulate additional leave days during a leave without pay.
Unused accumulated leave days will be retained.
b. A bargaining unit member shall return to the original or
similar teaching position, unless the position is abolished. In
the event of a reduction in force, Education Law 2510 will
apply.
c. If the leave exceeds one (1) full semester, the bargaining unit
member shall give the District Superintendent a forty-five
(45) school day advance 'written notice of intent to resume the
teaching assignment.
-8-
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d. If the leave is for less than 93 school davs. there \vill be no
penalty to salary upon return. except for any credit for "Vark
experience in a salary '"formula."
If the leave is for 93 or more school days, the salary increase
for the subsequent school year (or year of return if the leave
includes 2 or more school years) will be prorated and based
upon the amount of time actually worked.
Special Leave (Teacher - Other Agency)
a. T-S-T Board of Cooperative Educational Services, upon
recommendation from the District Superintendent, may
grant a teacher a special one (1) or two (2) year leave of
absence without pay. The leave will be one (1) or two (2)
complete school years, i.e., September 1 - June 30, without
payor employee benefits.
Example: Special Leave applies to Peace Corps, VISTA,
National Teaching Corps, Exchange Teacher Programs,
service in public office.
b. Evidence of employment in the related field of employment
will be presented to the District Superintendent on return
from the leave by the governmental agency which had
employed the teacher. If approved, the year(s) of experience
will be credited toward salary upon the bargaining unit
member's return, except in the case of public office.
c. When applying for the Special Leave, the bargaining unit
member will present a plan of tentative activjties. Only one
(1) bargaining unit member may be granted a Special Leave
at any given time. Any bargaining unit member receiving a
Special Leave may not apply for a second time.
d. The bargaining unit member shall return to the original or
similar teaching position, unless the position is abolished. In
the event of a reduction in force, Education Law 2510 will
apply.
e. If the Special Leave exceeds one (1) full semester, the
bargaining unit member shall give the District
Superintendent a forty-five (45) school day advance ~Tritten
notice of intent to resume the teaching assignment.
f. A. bargaining unit member on Special Leave will not accum u-
late additional leave days during the Special Leave. Unused
accumulated leave days will be retained.
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3. Sabbatical Leave
a. Full time professional staff members employed for a
' - -
minimum of seven (7) years are eligible to apply for a leave of
absence for a full year at one-half salary, or for a full
semester at full salary, for the purpose of study or approved
travel, provided such staff member agrees, in writing, to
return for a period of at least one (1) year of service with the
T-S-T BOCES. Application must be made to the District
Superintendent prior to January 31, for the following
year. A selection process for developing recommendations on
each application will be developed by the District
Superintendent. The Board of Cooperative Educational
Services reserves the right to determine the number of
sabbatical leaves in a year, and to approve or disapprove the
recommendations from the selection process.
b. Purpose and Use of Sabbatical Leave
Sabbatical Leave is given to professional employees to permit
them to improve their ability to render educational,service.
Such achievement is usually obtained by formal study,
independent study (research and/or writing), and/or travel.
Formal studv: A program of study in residence at an institu-
tion of higher learning, including foreign universities.
Independent studv (research and/or writing): A program of
independent study which promises professional values equiv-
alent to those derived from formal study.
Planned educational study and/or travel: Travel is
considered educational if it results in a significant
contribution to professional growth by exposing the
participant to neV\Tpeople, culture, environment, and
experiences, with a planned program of study.
c. Final Report
Upon completion of the leave and within ninety (90) days
after the employee has returned to duty, a final report shall
be filed with the District Superintendent, outlining the
following:
- Formal studv: Institution attended, courses taken,
credits received.
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- Independent studv: Summary of revie\v and evaluation.
- Planned educational studv andior travel: Summarvof
review and evaluation.
Sabbatical returnees should also expect to report personally
to their colleagues and to the Board, in a format. mutually
.developed by the returning st.aff member and the District
Superintendent.
4. Parental Leave
a. 1. Bargaining unit members shall be entitled to a parental
leave of absence without pay for the purpose of child-
rearIng.
2. The length of a parental leave shall not normally exceed
four (4) semesters.
3. Except in emergencies, the bargaining unit member
must submit a written request for parentallea,ve to the
District Superintendent forty-five (45) days prior to the
time the leave is to commence.
4. Except in emergencies, a bargaining unit member shall
notify the District Superintendent of an intention to
return to work at least forty-five school (45) days prior to
the resumption of duties.
5. Under normal conditions, the resumption of a
bargaining unit member's employment shall correspond
~Tith the start of a new semester.
b. A bargaining unit member on parental leave may continue
~Tith the current health andior dental benefit plans by paYing
the full cost of the health andlor dental benefit premiums.
BOCES will pay its share of health and dental benefit
premiums for continued coverage under the required
provisions of the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993
(normally up to 12 weeks).
c. A bargaining unit member shall return to the original or
similar teaching position unless the position has been
abolished. In the event of a reduction in force, .Education
Law 2510 ~Till apply.
-11-
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d. The bargaining unit n1ember will not accumulate Leave Davs
during a parental leave. Unused accumulated davs v\Tillbe
retained.
e. The returning bargaining unit men1ber will be entitled to
salary increases as per item 7.B.1.d. of this Agreement
(Long-Term Leave of Absence) the follo~Ting year.
f. The conditions of parental leave also apply to adoption of
children. .
5. Extensions of Parental Leave
Following a bargaining unit member's return from parental leave
as provided above, and during a period not to exceed two (2) years
from when the child was born or adopted, the bargaining unit
member may apply to the Board of Cooperative Educational
Services for additional parental leave under the following
conditions:
a. Circumstances necessitating the request arose after the
notice of intention to return and could not have been
anticipated prior to that time.
b. Those circumstances are where health or welfare of the child
is involved, and the parent is required to give personal
attention.
Grievance Procedure
A. Purpose
To establish procedures under which employees may present
grievances, free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination
or reprisal, and to seek at the earliest possible administrative level
equitable solutions to alleged grievances.
B. Definitions
1. "Employer" u The Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga Board of Cooperative
Educational Services.
') "Aggrieved Employee" u The Association andior any person or
group of persons in the negotiating unit represented by the T-S-T
BOCES Teachers' Association.
3. "Supervisor" -- J\.ny person excluded from the negotiating unit who
is assigned to exercise any level of supervisory responsibility over
the employees.
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4. "Grievance~~ -- A claim by any teacher or group of teachers in the
negotiating unit based upon any event or condition affecting their
terms and conditions of employment which shall be limited to any
claimed violation, misinterpretation, or misapplication of this
Agreement.
C. Basic Standards and Principles
1. Every public employee or group of employees V\Tithin the
bargaining unit shall have the right to present grievance(s) to
their employer in accordance \-vith the provisions of this
procedure, free from interference, coercion, restraint,
discrimination or reprisal, and the grievance procedure
established under this procedure shall provide the right to be
represented at all stages thereof.
2. It shall be a fundamental responsibility of supervisors at all
levels, commensurate with the authority delegated to them by
their supervisors, promptly to consider and to take appropriate
action upon grievances presented to them by employees under
their supervision. To such extent as is practicable, appropriate
authority shall be delegated to such supervisors to enable them to
carry out the purposes of this procedure.
3. The Board of Cooperative Educational Services and the Associa-
tion agree to facilitate any investigation which may be required
and to make available any and all material and relevant
documents, communications, and records concerning the alleged
grIevance.
4. An aggrieved employee shall have the right at all stages of a
grievance to confront and cross examine all V\Titnesses called
against that employee, to testify and to call V\Titnesses on his or
her own behalf, and to be furnished with a copy of any minutes of
the proceedings which may be taken, except as otherV\Tise provided
in this article.
5. The grievant may select an Association member of whomever he
or she chooses for representation at Stage 1, 2, or 3 of this
grievance procedure.
6. The existence of the procedure hereby established shall not be
deemed to require any teacher to pursue the remedies here
provided and shall not, in any manner, impair or limit the right of
any teacher to pursue any other remedies available in any other
form.
-13-
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7. No \vritten grievance \vill be entertained as described below. and
will be deemed waived unless written grievance is for\varded at
the first available stage, within twenty (20) school days after the
occurrence of the act or condition on ~rhich the grievance is based.
8. If the decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage or the
procedure within the time limit specified, the grievance will be
deemed to be discontinued and further appeal under the
Agreement shall be barred.
9. Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to communicate a
decision to the aggrieved employee, his or her representative,
and the Association within the specified time limit shall permit
the lodging of an appeal at the next stage of the procedure within
the time which would have been allotted had the decision been
communicated by the final day. .
Grievances: Procedural Requirements and Appeals
1. Stage 1.
The first procedural stage shall consist of the aggrieved
employee's presentation of the alleged grievance to an immediate
supervisor who shall, to such extent as the immediate supervisor
may deem appropriate, consult with the aggrieved employee for
the purpose of resolving the grievance within five (5) school days
after the receipt of the grievance. The discussion and resolution
of grievances at the first stage shall be on an informal basis. If
such grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at the fITst stage as
described above, it shall be reduced to writing and presented to
the immediate supervisor within three (3) school days following
conclusion of discussion and consultation. The immediate
supervisor shall render a decision in writing to the aggrieved
employee, and/or representative and the Association within three
(3) days of receipt of the written grievance.
2. Stage 2.
The second procedural stage shall consist of a written appeal by
the aggrieved employee to the District Superintendent or his duly
authorized designee within five (5) school days of the receipt of
the written decision from Stage 1. The District Superintendent
may request a written statement setting forth the specific nature
of the grievance and the decision rendered at Stage 1. Within ten
(10) school days following the submission of such appeal, the
District Superintendent or duly authorized designee shall hold a
hearing at which the employee andior a representative may
appear and present oral and written statements or arguments.
The final determination of the second stage of such grievance
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proceeding shall be made by the District Superintendent in
V\Triting, to the aggrieved party and/or representative and the
Association V\Tithinfive (5) school days after the conclusion of the
hearing.
3. Stage 3.
Any aggrieved employee dissatisfied with the determination of the
grievance at the second procedural stage may appeal to the Board
of Cooperative Educational Services within five (5) school days
following receipt of the written decision at Stage 2. The aggrieved
employee shall be granted a hearing before the Board on such
appeal. The hearing shall be conducted in executive session,
within one (1) calendar month of the receipt of such appeal. The
Board shall render its decision in writing, not later than ten (10)
school days after the hearing.
4. Stage 4.
Mter such hearing, if the aggrieved employee is not satisfied ~Nith
the decision at Stage 3, and the Association determines that the
grievance is meritorious, it may submit the grievance to
arbitration by written notice to the Board of Cooperative
Educational Services within ten (10) school days of the receipt of
the decision from Stage 3. .
Within five (5) school days after such written notice of submission
to arbitration, a request for a list of arbitrators will be made to
the American Arbitration Association by the Association. The
parties will be bound by the rules and procedures of the i\.merican
Arbitration Association in the selection of an arbitrator.
The arbitrator will hear the matter promptly and will issue a
decision as promptly as possible after the date of the close of the
hearing. If oral hearings have been waived, the decision should
be relative to the date the final statements and proofs are
submitted.
The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth
findings of fact, reasoning, and conclusions on the issues.
The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all
parties.
The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any
decision which requires the commission of an act prohibited by
law or which violates the terms of this Agreement.
The costs of the services for the arbitrator will be borne equally by
both parties.
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Association Rights
Use of School Facilities
1. The Association may use campus building(s) for Association
business in accordance with Board Policy and regulations by
completing room and building request forms.
2. There will be faculty bulletin boards in the Powell and the Smith
Buildings for the exclusive use of the Association, as well as
access to the electronic bulletin board.
3. The present policy which permits the Association to use
interschool mail facilities and faculty mailboxes will be continued.
4. The Association will, upon request, be allotted up to twenty (20)
minutes for Association business during each half-day faculty
conference, seminar, or workshop.
5. The Association will be permitted to use, for Association business,
certain typewriters and duplicating equipment and other office
machines, in accordance with appropriate regulations. The
Association will defray the costs involved, including the costs of
photocopying.
B. Release Time for Association President
Every effort will be made to provide flexible after-school freedom from
ordinary obligations for the Association President, so that he or she
may effectively discharge the duties of that office. Certain obligations
(e.g., parent or student conferences, faculty meetings) take precedence
in these efforts.
C. Association Leave
With 24 hours' prior notification to immediate supervisors, Association
officers, committee members, and other designated representatives
will be granted paid leave time for the purpose of carrying out
Association business. The total number of days available to. the
Association for Association Leave will not exceed twelve (12) in any
July I-June 30 school year.
Teacher Evaluation and Personnel Files
A. Evaluation
Commissioner's Regulations require that the performance of all
professional personnel will be reviewed annually. Teachers will be
evaluated according to guidelines in the .Annual Professional Perfonnance
Review plan adopted by the Board. Copies are available from the
Association Executive Committee and/or program supervisors.
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The purpose of observation and evaluation is to improve teaching
performance, as well as to help make a judgment as to whether or not
a teacher receives continuing appointment. Staff evaluations \\rill
follov" written guidelines, as developed by the District Superintendent
or designee and representatives of the Association. These guidelines
are available to staff by request at any time.
There \\rill be a minimum of two (2) classroom observations of each
probationary teacher per year. One (1) observation must be prior to
December 1 and the second prior to March 1. It is understood that
two (2) observations is a minimum number and that more will occur
whenever feasible or necessary.
There shall be one (1) pre-observation conference yearly for each
probationary teacher. The purpose of this conference shall be to
acquaint the observer with the class make-up and program, and to
explain the specific criteria and objectives of the observation and
evaluation procedure.
All monitoring of a teacher's performance will be done openly and with
the full knowledge of the teacher concerned. Any observation or
evaluation which has bearing on future employment will be committed
to writing, discussed with the teacher, signed by both parties, and
placed in the teacher's personnel file. Evaluation reports shall be
signed by the teacher to indicate only that the report has been read.
There shall be a post observation/evaluation conference within ten (10)
days after each formal observation or evaluation. This conference will
be used to discuss areas to be improved and methods to accomplish
this. In the event that the evaluation report contains deficiencies,
written suggestions for improvement will be provided.
B. Personnel Files
The official personnel file for each bargaining unit member shall be
maintained in the office of the District Superintendent. Upon reason-
able notice to the District Superintendent or Assistant
Superintendent, a member of the bargaining unit may inspect his or
her official personnel file, and may copy any information in that file.
Pre-employment information is exempt from this inspection, as is any
subsequent privileged information such as a letter of reference to a
prospective employer or placement file.
.A:,.bargaining unit member does have the right to have an Association
representative or other individual present during an inspection of the
personnel file. Material in that file may not be removed, but the
bargaining unit members may place rebuttal statements in the file,
a ttached to the material of concern.
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Before any derogatory material is placed in an official personnel file:
the bargaining unit member will be given a copy of the n1aterial and
shall be offered the opportunity to sign the material. The signature
signifies onl v that the material has been revie~Ted, and does not
necessarily indicate agreement ~Tith the contents.
Discipline and Dismissal
A. A bargaining unit member shall be afforded an opportunity to request
the presence of an Association representative or other individual in
any case when an administrator or supervisor has specifically
requested a conference for disciplinary reasons.
B. In the event that the performance of a bargaining unit member is
judged to be unsatisfactory, that bargaining unit member will be
provided with a written statement to that effect. A meeting will be
scheduled between the immediate supervisor and the bargaining unit
member for the purpose of designing procedures by which performance
could be improved in order that employment could be continued.
These suggested procedures should be established in writing.
c. Procedure when tenure is not to be granted at the conclusion of the
probationary period, or when services are to be discontinued at any
time during the probationary period, shall comply with due process as
outlined in Education Law, Section 3031.
Procedure when the services of a tenured teacher are to be
discontinued for sufficient cause shall comply with Sections 3014,
3020, 3020-a, and any other pertinent sections of Education Law.
No bargaining unit member win be disciplined or discharged
without due process, as defined in appropriate sections of
Education Law.
Only Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga Board of Cooperative
Educational Services administrators can propose and carry
out this due process.
Workday, Work Year, and Staff and Program Development Activities
Workday
Bargaining unit members shall follow the school calendar of the
building in which they work. They also shall follow the workday
schedule of the building in which they work (on the BOCES campus
and in BOCES-owned locations elsewhere, this means a minimum of 7
hours and 15 minutes per day). For any staff member V\Thoworks in 2
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or more buildings during the day, the work day shall be 7 hours and 15
minutes, and any assignment beyond that time shall be compensated
accordingly.
B. Flex Tilne
The Shared Decision Making teams for Voca tional and Ex'ceptional
Children departments may annually develop guidelines for }\.ssociation
members to use Flex Time in planning their work schedules. The
teams will follo"r the boundaries established by those Shared Decision
Making teams for 1995-96. These guidelines must carry a signature
from the Directors, signifying knowledge of the proposals. The
proposals need final approval, annually, from the District
Superintendent before implementation. The Association and the
District Superintendent will review the use of Flex Time annually.
C. Work Year
No bargaining unit member shall be required to work more than 185
days, with the exception of I tern D-4 below. If the school calendar
exceeds 185 days and no emergency closing days have been used
during the year, any days beyond 185 will be scheduled as additional
vacation days and will be prior to June 15 of that school year.
D. Staff and Program Development Days, and Mini-Grants
The Association and the BOCES are committed to an aggyessive and
unique progyam of Staff and Program Development, and a strategy of
Mini-Grant projects. The contractual guidelines are:
1. If there is no sabbatic leave granted (see p. 10, Item 7, B.3.), one-
half of a current year's average teacher salary will be available for
Mini-Grants. Examples of approved projects include, but are not
limited to: attendance at a unique conference opportunity, equip-
ment, program materials, consultant help for projects, speakers
for seminars. Mini-Grants may not be used as a salary
supplement;
2. $4,200 of the Mini-Grant allocation vvill support the stipends for
Association members on the Steering Committee (see #3 below).
(If there are dollars remaining in the Staff and Progyam Develop-
ment allocation as of April 1st, the stipends may come from this
budget line, freeing up the $4,200 for additional Mini-Grants);
3. All Mini-Grant applications must be approved, facilitated, and
monitored by the Staff and Program Development&1ini-GrantSteering Committee. This Steering Committee must have two (2)
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A.ssociation members from the Vocational program, two (2)
Association members from the Exceptional Children's programs,
two (2) Association members from the Association's Executive
Committee and/or Negotiating Team, and three (3) members
appointed by the District Superintendent. Each member on the
Steering Committee will receive a $300 stipend annually. The
Chairperson for "the Steering Committee will receive a $1,200
stipend annually, and must be elected by the membership of the
,Steering Committee. If the Chairperson is other than an
Association Representative, the appointment must be approved by
the Association Executive Committee. A Recording Secretary will
be elected, also, and will receive a $600 stipend annually.
4. A pool of dollars equal to 1/185th of the average teacher salary
x 2 x the number of Association FTE's as of May 1 will be
available for Staff and Program Development activities in the
following budget year. Projects earning those dollars will be
approved, facilitated, and monitored by the Staff and Program
Development/Mini-Grant Steering Committee (see #3 above),
which will annually establish its operating policies. The
framework for those policies will be:
a. Each teacher may apply for up to five (5) days of approved
project(s) during a school year. Up to three days may be
requested between July 1 and January 31. Up to an
additional 2 days may be requested on February 1 or
thereafter. The projects may be during the summer or
during non-work day times during the school year. Each day
of project experience must be approved by the Steering
Committee in advance, using the annual format devised by
the Steering Committee.
b. Beginning ~Tith the 1998-99 school year, staff may choose
either a one-time payment of 1/185 of current annual
salary per day or an addition to base pay of $100 per
approved day. However, no more than two (2) days in any
year may be added to base salary at a rate of $100 per day.
c. Stipends and base pay additions will be credited as soon as
possible after the completion of a project, within the normal
routines of payroll procedure.
d. Part-time staff and those with prorated salaries who elect the
$100 per day payment will receive the full $100 in the year
the project experience is completed and a prorated amount in
subsequent years.
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e. Effective in the 2003-04 school veal'. if monev earmarked for
~
~Staff and Program Development is not. used by January 1.
the Steering Committee may allocate any or all of the
remaining money to Mini-Grants.
5. The Staff and Program DevelopmentfMini-Grant Steering
Committee has full authority to develop and implement annual
guidelines for these programs and projects. The Steering
.Committee is also obliged to prepare an annual evaluation report~
which goes to the BOCES and to the i\ssociation.
6. ...4illEarly Release Plan for Inservice is agreed to as follo,vs:
a. campus staff who join the program must commit each year no
later than the last Friday in September. Staff who join may
leave at 2:30 p.m. on Fridays and the days before holidays.
In return, these staff pledge 8 hours of additional time
beyond the school day in each semester for planned staff
development activities.
E. Superintendent's ConferenceDays
A Shared Decision Making Team or Department Director may request
that one Superintendent's Conference Day be traded for time after
school hours during the school year. The date to be used for this traded
day must be mutually agreed by the Teachers' i\ssociation, Employees'
Association, and District Superintendent.
F. Interpreters at Events Beyond Normal School Day
Interpreters are required to provide services for students who elect to
participate in required, school sponsored events which occur beyond
the school day.
Interpreters will be paid an hourly rate commensurate with their daily
rate for all direct interpreting services required for the event.
The Interpreter is responsible for insuring that all ADA requirements
for the event are arranged (e.g., TTY, Close Captioning in hotel room).
Interpreters will be assigned to events in the following priority order:
1. the BOCES Interpreter who regularly interprets in the
classroom or for the organization sponsoring the event unless
excused by hislher supervisor;
2. the Interpreter with the most seniority who works in the same
building with the student and who volunteers;
3. another Interpreter with most seniority who volunteers.
If the above sequence does not produce a volunteer, the least senior
Interpreter will be assigned by the Supervisor using the following
seq uence:
1. another Interpreter who works with the student;
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2. another Interpreter ~.vhoworks in the san1e building .with the
student;
3. another BOCES Interpreter.
Conditions of Employment
A. Working Conditions ,
Bargaining unit members who believe they are working in unsafe and
unhealthy conditions are expected to confer with an immediate super-
visor. If the bargaining unit member is unsatisfied with the response
at that level, that bargaining unit member's views should be
committed to writing and taken directly to the District
Superintendent. The bargaining unit member may invite a
representative from the Association to be present at either level of
discussion.
B. Freedom toPerform Professional Duties
Bargaining unit members shall be free to perform their professional
duties without fear of assault or reprisal by any individual or group of
individuals. If violence or threat of violence to bargaining unit
members and/or students is implied by the words or actions of any
individual or group of individuals, the bargaining unit member shall
have the right to remove said student or students from class, within
the framework of Board Policy and Commissioner's Regulations, until
such time as the immediate supervisor and the bargaining unit
member agree that the health, safety, and welfare of the bargaining
unit member and other students are no longer in jeopardy.
Psychological and social services may be necessary to implement that
end.
Policy Manual
The President' of the Association shall receive a copy of the Board's
''Policy Manual" plus any revisions or additions.
Access toTelephone
Bargaining unit members shall have access to a telephone \vhenever
the bargaining unit member has no assigned duties and ,
responsibilities. The telephone shall be located in an area where
privacy is assured. Charges for personal toll calls will be billed to the
employee. '
Lunch Period
Each bargaining unit member shall be provided a thirty (30) minute
duty-free lunch period daily. "Duty-free" shall be defined as freedom
from supervision of students, from conferences with parents~
supervisors, or other auxiliary personnel or other duty vvhich infringes
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upon the bargaining unit member~s lunch period. During this period
the bargaining unit member may leave the building.
Preparation Time
The administration shall make every possible effort to provi.de each
bargaining unit member with a daily preparation time. In the event
scheduling problems prohibit a daily preparatiqn time~ the bargaining
unit member will have the schedule adjusted to insure a minimum of
130 minutes weekly for purposes of preparation.
G. Tenure
Members of the professional staff shall be considered for tenure in
accordance with appropriate Law of the State of New York. Part-time
staff will be granted tenure, assuming that the usual standards of
evaluation have been applied and assuming that the accumulated
part-time service totals the equivalent of three (3) full years of
employment in consecutive years.
H. Leaving Employment
Bargaining unit members who may have reached a decision to leave
employment with the BOCES should inform the District
Superintendent of this decision as soon as possible. In turn, the
District Superintendent or designee should communicate, in writing,
with bargaining unit members about proposed reassignments and
location of assignment for the next school year within ten (10) calendar
days of the decision to reassign. The District Superintendent reserves
the right to alter types and locations of assignments if component
districts have to change their numbers of students, but affected staff
will receive a personal written notice of these alterations once they
'have been decided.
1. On-the-Job Injury and Work.ers' Compensation
In the event of an on-the-job injury or occupational disease which
clearly falls under the guidelines of Workers' Compensation, there
shall be no deduction from Leave Day accumulations for any of the
first 5 workdays if verification of the injury/illness and inability to
work is provided from a physician.
Leave Days must be used for any days in excess of 5 for a single injury/
occupational disease. Any Leave Days that are used as a result of an
on-the-job injury or oc'cupational disease shall be reinstated to the
employee's accumulated Leave Days based on the extent to V\Thich
BOCES is reimbursed for salary during the teacher's absence. (This
shall be computed by dividing the daily rate of the teacher into the
total reimbursement: the quotient 'will equal the number of days to be
reinstated to Leave Days. Fractions less than one-half will not be
credited; fractions more than one-half shall be credited as a full day.)
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Any disability compensation a\vard other than salary payment shall go
directl v to the teacher.
In the event that there is a disagreement over whether or not the
injury or disease is occupationally related and falls under the Workers'
Compensation guidelines~ the Extended Sick Leave Allocation
Committee will make an informed decision utilizing the appropriate
sections of Workers' Compensation Law and advice from the Workers'
Compensa tion carrier.
BOCES will pay its share of the health/dental/prescription premium
for a period up to one year if a teacher is out from work due to an on-
the-job injury or occupational disease.
Class Size
Special education classes for exceptional children shall follow the class
size recommendations established in State Regulations, and shall
deviate from those Regulations only for very brief intake times or only
through authorized waivers, obtained in accordance with the
Re gula tions.
Related Services Sessions
Every effort will be made to keep sessions for related services at or
below ten (10) sessions per day.
Release Time for IEP's
Individual Education Plans (lEP's) are created for exceptional children
each school year, followed by progress reports at various times
through-out the year. Bargaining unit members responsible for IEP's
and progress reports shall have a half-day of released time during each
of these reporting times. Whenever possible, their duties will be
covered by other staff, but substitutes will be obtained whenever
necessary.
Procedures for Seniority and Credit Toward Tenure for Part-
time Staff
1. Any staff.member covered by the negotiated Agreement who is
employed less than full-time and who is not a long-term substitute
will be eligible to accumulate seniority.
2. Seniority may accumulate only in the tenure area in which a
person is appointed.
3. Any part-time staff member who is a long-term substitute
(employed for a semester or, more) and who is appointed to a
probationary appointment at the immediate conclusion of
employment as a long-term substitute 'will have the employment
as a long-term substitute counted toward seniority if service is in
the same tenure area.
4. Any staff member who has an interruption of employment for one
or more of the following reasons will have his/her seniority
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accumulate for the periods of employment prior to and after the
interruption of employment. (the period of interrupted service \-vill
not count toward seniority):
-leave of absence without pay formally granted by
the District Superintendent and/or Board of
Cooperative Educational Services;
-termination as a result of abolition of position and
subsequent rehiring within the period of preferred
eligibility under Education Law, Section 2510.
A paid leave of absence (for example: for medical reasons) vvill not
be considered an interruption of employment, and seniority ~Till
continue to accumulate during the period of the leave of absence.
All seniority will be prorated and based upon the percent of time
worked. Seniority will be based upon number of months worked.
Twelve (12) months of seniority shall be credited for one full year
of work from September through June. Additional work during
July, August, or any other school recess period will not
accumulate seniority. Service of less than one month within one
calendar month shall be credited in days and based upon the
actual number of days worked.
In the event of a transfer to a position within a new tenure area,
seniority shall accumulate as prescribed in Part 30 of the Rules of
the Board of Regents for employees first hired after August 1,
1975. Employees hired prior to August 1, 1975 will be accorded
seniority rights as provided in Education Law.
In order to make equitable and accurate comparisons between and
among part-time and full-time staff members, the rules above
shall apply to full-time staff, also.
6.
7.
8.
N. Supervision and Evaluation
Supervision of staff members working in local school districts is the
responsibility of BOCES administrators. Staff evaluation may be done
at the discretion of local building and/or school district administrators.
O. Job Sharing
The BOCES and the Association are receptive to the idea of job
sharing. Requests for job sharing will be carefully evaluated, looking
at such critical issues as continuity of instruction, duplication of
benefits (e.g., a second health insurance), accumulation of seniority,
progress toward tenure distribution of leaves (e.g., sick, personal, and
family leaves), and access to such benefits as mini-grants, retirement
stipends, and health insurance in retirement. Recommendations ~rill
go from the District Superintendent to the Board, whose decision will
be final and not subject to the grievance procedures.
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P. Notification of Teaching A..ssignments
Vilherever possible, the BOCES ~Till notify a teacher of a proposed
change in teaching assignment within 5 ~Torking days of the decision.
However, it is agreed that changes in enrollments may necessitate last
minute changes of assignment.
Summer Employment
The annual salary for bargaining unit members is based upon a ten-month
agreement. Terms, salary, and employment conditions of additional summer
employment shall be established commensurate with duties and responsibili-
ties for employment in a professional capacity. Any bargaining unit member
employed in any capacity other than professional will be compensated
commensurate with that assignment.
Bargaining unit members wiU be assigned to summer school positions in the
following priority order:
1. Staff who have worked previously in our summer school, based on
summer school seniority at BOCES within their job classification.
2. Staff who have not worked previously in our summer school, based
upon seniority at BOCES ~rithin their job classification.
3. If two or more individuals have exactly the same seniority, then the
Supervisor will make a final selection.
Bargaining unit members who commit themselves for teaching employment
in the summer months prior to February 14th will be paid at the rate of
1/185th of current annual salary times the number of days employed.
Subsequent hires will be paid at the rate of 1/200th per day. All other
applicable benefits of this Agreement will be applied in a prorated manner.
Leave Days will accumulate at the rate of one (1) day for each full 15 days of
employment during the summer. Continuing employees ~rill have access to
their regular Leave Day accumulations.
Payroll Calendar
The payroll calendar shall be developed in July and distributed with the first
payroll in September. When payroll dates fall during vacation periods, such
as Thanksgiving or Christmas or February or Spring Recess, bargaining unit
members will be paid on the last day of classes preceding that recess. (n.b.
In those rare instances when two payroll dates occur within the
recess, checks for the second payroll will either be available on
payday in the Payroll Office or will be mailed upon written request
filed in a timely way with the Payroll Office. Direct deposits will be
effected as usual).
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Payroll Deductions
Deductions for health and/or dental benefits~ retirement, United Fund, and
other approved purposes shall be made after proper authorization by the
District Superintendent and the Board of Cooperative Educational Services.
The Board agrees to make routine deductions for the Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga
BOCES Teachers' Association, state andlor national affiliate(s), up to six (6)
designated banks, the NYSUT Trust, and the Cornell Federal Credit Union,
when proper authorization is filed by individuals.
Types of Payroll
The contract salary for ten-month staff shall be paid by dividing it into 22 or
26 payments as chosen by the staff member.
The 22 payment schedule provides 1/22 of the contract salary in each
biweekly paycheck from September through June.
The 26 payment schedule provides 1/26 of the contract salary in each of the
first 21 biweekly paychecks from September through June with a 5/26
paycheck on the last pay date in June.
Retirement, and Continuation of Health and Dental Benefit
Coverages .
'When a bargaining unit member retires (as opposed to resigning), health and
dental benefits will be available in retirement years according to the following
guidelines. In order to retire from BOCES, the staff member must be eligible
at that time to collect benefits from the Teachers' Retirement System.
A. A bargaining unit member who has worked for the T-S-T BOCES for
the equivalent of 1-9 years full-time will have health and dental
benefits available, as noted in C. below, for number of years equal to
years of employment. The District Superintendent may waive the
terms of this eligibility into B. below, if circumstances warrant. This
waiver may not be effected until the Executive Committee of the
Association has reviewed a written explanation of the purpose and
details of the proposal, and had sufficient time to respond. Years of
service with BOCES 'may include time before and after a break in
serVlce.
B. A bargaining unit member who has worked for the T-S-T BOCES for
the equivalent of between 10 and 19 years full time will have
unlimited years of coverage, available at rates noted in C. below. Years
of service with BOCES may include time before and after a break in
serVlce.
c. Eligible bargaining unit members, as defined in A. and B. above shall
be limited to an employer contribution for each year of retirement of a
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dollar limit equal to the dollar amount paid by the employer at the
time of retirement or the amount paid by the employer for active
employees, whichever is less.
A bargaining unit member who has worked for the T-S-T BOCES for
the equivalent of 20 years full-time will have health and dental
benefits available for an unlimited number of years with the same
conditions of coverage and contribution as active employees. Years of
service with BOCES may include time before and after a break in
servlce
Eligible retirees may continue in the health and dental benefit plans at
full personal cost after the guidelines noted above have been
exhausted. A surviving spouse of an employee may continue in the
health and dental benefit plans at full personal cost.
Retirees prior to June 30, 1987 will continue to be covered as under
past Agreements at the time of actual retirement.
G. Retired staff members are eligible for the number of years specified in
A, B, or D above, and may start and stop coverage. However, coverage
must be in minimum amounts of one year and may only start or stop
on the anniversary date of retirement. Retired employees may change
coverage when in their retirement years, but the employer
contribution to the new coverage must follow the guidelines noted
above. In no instance may the employer cost exceed the cost for the
coverage at the time of retirement (the only exception is D. above,
which shall be applied just as written with no restrictions, even when
a change in coverage is effected).
H. If a bargaining unit member retires without health and/or dental
benefit coverage, and finds it necessary to begin coverage, he or she
may do so at a rate determined by G. above.
1. Part B Medicare coverage for eligible retired employees at age 65: Staff
who retire with 1-9 years of T-S-T BOCES service will receive an equal
number of years' support of Part B Medicare premiums. Staff who
retire with 10 or more years of service with this BOCES will receive
unlimited years of support. Coverage for an employee's spouse will not
be provided by the BOCES. Payment for Part B Medicare will be for
the first $600 of the annual payment amount, with any amount above
$600 to be paid by the BOCES and by the retiree at rates consistent
with the percentages paid for health insurance premiums. Part B
Medicare payments will begin only upon direct request of the retiree,
and only after proof that coverage has been elected.
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Transfers
In transferring a program to or from BOCES, conditions of program andJor
individual teacher's status shall be worked out between the local school
district and BOCES. Ne,,; York State Law shall prevail (Section 3014-a and
3014-b).
Board Meeting Agenda and Minutes
A. Board Meeting Agenda
The Board will continue the policy of sending a copy of the tentative
Board Meeting Agenda and related materials (if available) to the
Association President prior to regular meetings.
B. Board Meeting Minutes
The Board will continue the policy of posting copies of the tentative
Board Meeting Minutes, and of sending copies of approved Board
Meeting Minutes to staff who request them in writing.
c. Agreement Copies
The District Superintendent or designee shall provide the Association
President with a list of all eligible employees in the negotiating unit.
The District Superintendent or designee shall provide sufficient copies
of this Agreement for each member, plus twenty-five (25) copies. The
Association shall share the cost for reproducing the Agreement.
When new teachers in the unit are employed, the Association shall be
notified. The Association accepts the responsibility of providing each
bargaining unit member with a copy of the Agreement.
Employment Opportunities
A. From September 1 to June 20 of each year a dated notice shall be
posted on bulletin boards in BOCES buildings of each staff vacancy in
a ten-month teaching position, of each vacancy on the administrative
staff, and of new teaching and administrative positions when created.
The notice shall state the title of the position to be filled, the qualifica-
tions required, and the person to contact for an interview. The Board
will give close consideration to applications filed by present employees
and "rill not enter into a formal employment contract with an applicant
in less than ten (10) days from the date the notice is posted.
B. From June 21 to August 25 of each year, notice and regulatioIf of
positions cited in A. above will be mailed to all BOCES staff who, by
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Item 22.
~June 1, request such notice bv furnishing thLDistrict Superintendent
or designee 'A,ith ten (10') self-addressed. stamped envelopes. and
indicating the desired employment position sought. The Board 'will
give close consideration to applications filed by present employees and
'will not enter into a formal employment contract with an applicant in
less than seven (7) days from the postmarked date on the envelope as
received by the teachers.
Salary, Stipends, and Educational Increments
A. Salary
Salaries for returning and new staff in the 2000-01 school year are
based upon a formula which includes credit for total years of teaching
and/or credited occupational experience, years with this BOCES,
graduate credits earned, a Master's Degree, and/or any other inservice
credits. Inservice credit for contact hours is based onlv upon those
credits awarded after July 1, 1987.
If new staff are hired at a salary other than that derived from the
formula, the Association President(s) will be notified.
.The formula for each 2001-02 full-time salary calculation is as follows:
(1) the base salary is $30,000;
(2) credit for each approved year of teaching experience and/or each
year of approved occupational experience (including years with
the T-S-T BOCES), is $585;
(3) additional credit for each year of teaching experience at the T-S-T
BOCES is $185;
(4) credit for each approved unit of in service contact hours (one unit =
15 contact hours) earned after July 1, 1987 is $65;
(5) credit for each approved semester hour of graduate studies earned
on or after July 1, 1989 is $65 and credit for any graduate studies
completed prior to July 1, 1989 is $60 ;
(6) credit for an earned Master's Degree is $300 (credited for only one
Master's Degree);
(7) any teacher \vho completes 9, 19, or 24 years of teaGhing with this
BOCES prior to September 1, 2001 \\rill receive a stipend of $500
(for each level completed) to be added to the base salary. For 30
years of service an additional $1,000 is added.
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(8) anv staff member working less than full-time (100~b) 'will have his
.
or her full-tim~ salary calculated and then multiplied by the
percent of time worked. (Any salary credit for graduate
studies or inservice contact hours earned after July 1~
1.989, shall be paid at the full rate if the staff member
works 50% or more.
All graduate credit is prorated if employment is less than
.50%.)
The salary formula for 2002-03 salaries will increase credit for
graduate credit and inservice credit completed prior to July 1, 1989
and July 1, 1987, respectively, to $65. The formula for returning staff
will yield an overall increase of 4<10and will maximize the increase to
the base salary.
The salary formula for 2003-04 will yield either a 3.5% total increase
for returning staff or the average of our component school districts that
have negotiated agreements in place as of May 15, 2003, whichever is
higher. The formula will maximize the increase to the base salary.
Salaries for certain job categories will be determined as follows:
A certified Occupational Therapy Assistant will receive 80% of the
formula amount, except for any educational increment earned
after July 1, 1989, which shall be paid at the full rate.
An Interpreter Level I will receive 75% of the formula amount,
except for any educational increment earned after July 1, 1989,
which shall be paid at the full rate.
.An Interpreter Level II will receive 80% of the formula amount,
except for any educational increment earned after July 1, 1989,
which shall be paid at the full rate.
.An Interpreter Level III will receive 85% of the formula amount,
except for any educational increment earned after July 1, 1989,
\vhich shall be paid at the full rate.
B. Additional Stipends
1. VICA and DECA advisors will be paid a $500 annual stipend.
') }\ny staff member may request to become an appro\:ed bus driver.
If the request is approved by the Program Director and the staff
member completes the requirements for an Nl or N2 Commercial
Driver's License, then a stipend of $500 (N1) or $300 (N2)
"'Tillbe
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paid. For any school year in \vhich a staff member drives a
minimum of 10 trips (other than the initial year in which the CDL
is obtained) a stipend of $500 (N1) or $300 (N2) "rill be paid at the
end of the school year. BOCES "rill pay the fee for any staff
member currently not driving students to keep his/her
Commercial Driver License (CDL) current if BOCES agrees that
the staff member may be needed for driving students in the
fu ture ~
3. If requested by a local school district and approved in advance, a
staff member who provides Assistive Technology evaluations
beyond the normal school day will be paid at a rate consistent
with hislher daily rate.
4. Any Mentor who assists another staff member for 5 or more
months during a school year at the request of the Program
Director and with approval of the Teachers' Association Executive
Committee will receive a $400 stipend for each staff member
mentored at the end of the school year. A $200 stipend will be
paid if the mentoring is less than 5 months.
5. The following responsibilities will have a $200 annual stipend:
Yearbook Editor
Newspaper Editor
Consulting and Support Team (C.A.S. T.) Report Writing.
6. At the conclusion of the 2001-02 school year, this Agreement may
be reopened for discussion and review of the impact of Alternate
Assessments and the consideration of a stipend for any staff
required to complete student datafolios.
C. Retirement Stipend
1. Any bargaining unit member who chooses to retire from active
service at or beyond the age of fifty-five (55) A..ND who has been
employed by this BOCES at least 10 years is eligible for a Retire-
ment Stipend (cash award) as follo~s:
-Must meet normal requirements for retirement under TRS.
- $6,500 will be paid for the first 10 full years of service with this
BOCES.
- $500 will be paid for each additional full year of service beyond
the first 10 Years. .
'"
- Maximum credited years of service is 25.
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- Part-time and part-year work "rill be prorated.
- For each accumulated Leave Day at the time of retirement,
$25 will be paid at the time of retirement. As an alternative, for
any teacher who has used less than 25% of the available Leave
Days during hisfher career beginning with the 1998-99 school
year, a payment for 20% of the remaining Leave Days' will be
made at the daily rate at time of retirement.
- The award for years of service is fixed at age 55 for Tier I Retire-
ment System members; at 62 for Tiers II, III, and IV. However, .
a Tier II, III, or IV member who retires before age 62 will
receive the amount calculated based upon total years at time of
retirement.
Anyone retiring on disability (as determined by the Teachers'
Retirement System) will be eligible for the Award as calculated at
the time of disability retirement.
2. A staff member has the option of not receiving payment at the
time of retirement and applying the stipend to future
healthJdental insurance premiums. If the staff member fails to
live long enough to collect the full amount in insurance payments,
then any residual amount will be paid to a designated beneficiary
or to the estate.
3. To be eligible for this Retirement Stipend, a written notice of
intention to retire must be submitted to the District
Superintendent no later than March 15 of the school year of
actual retirement. Payment of the cash award shall be made
within one calendar year of the last day of employment (or by
June 30 of the year of retirement if the award would be beneficial
toward calculation of a 5-year Final Average Salary) at a time to
be determined by the bargaining unit member. The cash avvard
may be paid at any time after the Board has acted on the
retirement notice, in a fashion to be determined by the bargaining
unit member. (Retirement Stipends may only be used in .
computing final five year averages for Retirement System
benefits.)
4. Bargaining unit members who announce a retirement date three or
two years in advance of the actual date may request an individually
bargained salary agreement in lieu of a Retirement Stipend. The
individually negotiated agreement may not consider any Leave Day
payment; that must remain as a Retirement Stipend (see Item 22-
C-l). Letters announcing these intentions must be received by
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March 15th of the appropriate year. (n.b. This is the only instance
of sanctioned individual bargaining in this Agreement)
D. Educational Increments
VVhen a staff member has earned a Provisional certificate for a
teaching area, helshe may apply for an educational increment for each
cluster of 3 or more semester hours of graduate or undergraduate
courses approved in advance by the Program Supervisor and District
Superintendent or designee.
The BOCES also encourages participation in selective inservice
education programs that will lead to the improvement of instruction.
Staff members interested in an inservice course must seek prior
approval from the Program Supervisor and District Superintendent or
designee. One (1) semester hour of credit is granted for each 15 clock
hours of approved inservice ed uca tion.
Educational Improvement forms must be completed and given to
appropriate administration for record keeping. Written requests for
increments to be added to salary, including transcript(s) and/or grade
report(s) must be in the District Superintendent's Office prior to
September 15 or January 15. BOCES will take formal action on the
increment at the regular Board meeting in October or February.
Pay adjustments will be for the full increment if completed by
September 15 and for half the increment if completed by January 15.
For staff members employed less than full time, payments for
increments will be paid as if the individual had been full time.
$50 is added to salary for each semester hour of credit. A minimum of
3 credits must be earned in order to apply for a salary increment. As
an alternative, staff members may receive $250 for an approved block
of 3 credits ($84 for each additional credit beyond the minimum of 3) as
a one time.onlv payment which is not to be continued in subsequent
salary calculations.
E. The rate of pay for approved staff development and curriculum
development activities is $20 per hour. The rate may not duplicate any
salary payment for Staff and Program Development activities.
Item 23. Severance Compensation or Resignation
A. For any staff member who Volillnot be rehired due to abolition of a
position, a Severance Compensation Stipend V\Tillbe paid.
B. Severance Compensation Stipend options are as follows:
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E.
1. For a staff member
""ho meets both of the folloV\ring criteria:
- has worked at least five (5) full years V\riththis BOCES; and
- V\rhois 60 months or less from first eligible retirement. as
defined bv the NeV\rYork State Teacher's Retirement
System, that staff member is eligible for a Severance
Compensation Stipend calculated by using the formula
for a Retirement Stipend in Item 22.C.1.
2. For a staff member who meets both of the following criteria:
-has worked at least five (5) full years with this BOCES; and
- 'who is more than 60 months from first eligible retirement
as defined by the New York State Teachers' Retirement
System, that staff member is eligible for a Severance
Compensation Stipend equal to $50 per day of
accumulated Leave Days to a maximum ofl00 Leave
Days (i.e., the maximum stipend would by $5,000).
3. For a staff member who meets both of the following criteria:
- has worked at least five (5) full years with this BOCES; and
-is age 55 or over, that staff member may choose either the
Stipend in #1 or #2 above.
C. As an alternative to the above, for any staff member who will not
continue employment with this BOCES as a result of resignation, or
retirement, or abolition of position, the following stipend is available:
1. For a staff member who meets all of the following criteria:
- has worked at least five (5) full years with this BOCES, and
- is not being dismissed from employment for cause, and
- is not resigning as an alternative to dismissal, and
- who has used less than 25% of hislher available Leave Days
earned since September 1, 1998, that staff member is
eligible for a lump sum payment in the amount of 20% of
hislher daily rate (in the year of departure), for each
accumulated Leave Day.
D. A Part-time staff member is eligible for a prorated Stipend above based
upon the percentage of time employed. Percentage of time employed
shall be determined by averaging the percentage of time employed
during the entire career with BOCES, not simply in the year of
employment termination.
Payments for unused Leave Days may be made only once, and may not
be duplicated.
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Item 25.
A.
F. Any bargaining unit member ~rhose position is abolished and ~rho is
subsequently rehired at BOCES (either from a preferred eligible list or
as a ne\v employee) ~rill have any leave days, for which no previous
Severance Compensation Stipend has been paid, reinstated to his/her
accumulation at the time of rehiring. If this bargaining unit member
subsequently retires from BOCES, there ~Till be no Retirement Stipend
except for that which is based upon accumulation of leave days for
~Thich no prior payment has been made.
Teacher Aide Assignment
The District Superintendent shall allocate teacher aide positions
within the period of a single school year with extensions for additional
periods as needed.
B. The District Superintendent will make every effo'rt to involve the
specific receiving teacher(s) in recruiting and assigning teacher aides.
For this purpose, bargaining unit members agree to leave summer
addresses and telephone numbers with the District Superintendent.
C. When a teacher is dissatisfied with a teacher aide's performance, the
teacher will undertake to talk over the difficulty with the teacher aide,
and shall in any case notify the immediate supervisor. If the result is
not satisfactory to the teacher or the teacher aide, the immediate
supervisor will consult separately with the teacher and the teacher
aide in an effort to learn what the nature of the difficulty is and what
basis may exist for improvement. If the matter seems to warrant, the
immediate supervisor will meet jointly with the teacher and the
teacher aide in the interests of programmatic and personal changes
which will assist in reaching a solution.
D. Should these efforts be unavailing, the immediate supervisor shall
report the conflict to the District Superintendent for resolution.
Conference Attendance
A. Bargaining unit members shall attend conferences contingent upon the
availability of funds and the value of the conferences to the school
system. The District Superintendent will approve or disapprove such
requests. The District ~Tillbudget funds by department for conference
attendance.
B. In the interest of broad dissemination of inform a tion on
professional workshops and conferences, the BOCES shall trans-
mit to the Association President or designee appropriate
literature, notices, circulars, and flyers concerning professional
conferences and workshops.
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1.
-
')
.i-\.nyor all professional conference/workshop materials as per
B.1. above vvhich the Association President or designee think
appropriate shall be duplicated at Board of Cooperative
Educational Services' expense.
Item 26. No Reprisals
There will be no reprisals against any bargaining unit member for reason
of membership in the Association.
Item 27. Savings Clause.
If any provision of the Agreement or any application of the Agreement to
any employee or group of employees shall be found contrary to law, then such
provision or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, except to
the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or applications will
continue in full force and effect.
Item 28. Duration ofAgreement
This contract shall be effective as of July 1, 2001 and shall continue in effect
through June 30, 2004.
Tompkins-Seneca- Tioga Board of Cooperative Educational Services
BY: ff~
~ts Chief Executive Officer Hereunto Duly Authorized
BY: /
ere unto Duly Authorized
----------.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The bargaining teams which achieved this Agreement were:
For the District: For the Association:
R. Timothy O'Neill
Thad Hetherington
Richard Weiss
Lin Hovt
Theresa Mook
Penny Nugent
Herbert Pleus
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